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    		Amsterdam (novel)

      
Amsterdam is a 1998 novel by British writer Ian McEwan, for which he was awarded the 1998 Booker Prize.



Summary


Amsterdam is the story of a euthanasia pact between two friends, a composer and a newspaper editor, whose relationship spins into disaster.



Plot


The book begins with the funeral of artist Molly Lane. Guests at the funeral include British Foreign Secretary Julian Garmony, newspaper editor Vernon Halliday, and composer Clive Linley. The three share certain attributes: each has a very high opinion of himself, each was at some time Molly's lover, and each regards the dead woman's husband, George, with a mixture of amusement and contempt.



Clive and Vernon muse upon Molly's death. It seems she had some kind of rapid-onset brain disease (not specified) that left her helpless and mad. Neither man can understand her attraction to Julian Garmony, the right-wing Foreign Secretary who is about to challenge his party's leadership.



Clive returns home to continue work on a symphony he has been commissioned to write for the forthcoming millennium. Much of the work is complete, save the crucial signature melody. He resolves to go walking in the Lake District, as this tends to inspire him.
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    		Amsterdam (Jacques Brel song)

      
"Amsterdam" is a song by Jacques Brel.  It combines a powerful melancholic crescendo with a rich poetic account of the exploits of sailors on shore leave in Amsterdam.



Brel never recorded this for a studio album, and his only version was released on the live album Enregistrement Public à l'Olympia 1964.  Despite this, it has been one of his most enduringly popular works.  It was one of the songs Mort Shuman translated into English for the Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris musical.



Brel worked on the song at his house overlooking the Mediterranean at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, the house he shared with Sylvie Rivet, a publicist for Philips; a place she had introduced him to in 1960. "It was the ideal place for him to create, and to indulge his passion for boats and planes. One morning at six o'clock he read the words of Amsterdam to Fernand, a restaurateur who was about to set off fishing for scorpion fish and conger eels for the bouillabaisse. Overcome, Fernand broke out in sobs and cut open some sea urchins to help control his emotion."
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    		Amsterdam (disambiguation)

      
Amsterdam is the capital and largest city of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.



Amsterdam may also refer to:


Places


United States


	
Amsterdam, California, a community
	
Amsterdam, Missouri, a city in Missouri, United States
	
Amsterdam, New Jersey, an unincorporated community
	
Amsterdam (town), New York, a town
	
Amsterdam (city), New York, a city within the town
	
Amsterdam (Amtrak station), a train station in Amsterdam (city), New York, United States
	
Amsterdam, Ohio, a village in Jefferson County, Ohio, United States
	
Amsterdam, Licking County, Ohio, an unincorporated community
	
Amsterdam, Pennsylvania, an unincorporated community
	
Amsterdam, Texas, a rural area in Texas, United States
	
Amsterdam, Virginia, an unincorporated community in Virginia, United States
	
Amsterdam Avenue (Manhattan), a street in New York City
	
Amsterdam-Churchill, Montana, a small rural town near Bozeman

Other places


	
Amsterdam, Mpumalanga, a town in Mpumalanga, South Africa
	
Amsterdam, Saskatchewan, a hamlet in Saskatchewan, Canada
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                - Gemeente Amsterdam
                



                	RADIO STATION	GENRE	LOCATION
	
                            
                            Wereld FM
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Limburg Express
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            M-FM
                            	
                                Rock,Pop
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Randstadradio
                            	
                                Classic Rock,Top 40,Hip Hop
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Dream Stream Radio
                            	
                                Pop,Dance
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio 10 Gold 80s Hits
                            	
                                80s
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio M Utrecht
                            	
                                News
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Hofstreek Omroep
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Jupiter Radio
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            RGL FM
                            	
                                Public
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Pro FM
                            	
                                Dance,Electronica
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            JV Radio (Radio 058)
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            PartyFriends FM
                            	
                                Top 40
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            SRC FM
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Pidi Radio
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Keizerstad Hits
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Factory Station
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Exxact FM
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Concertzender Nieuwe Muziek
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Golfbreker
                            	
                                News
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Vechtdal FM
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            AVRO 60ies Steenen Tijdperk
                            	
                                60s
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            RTV Zilverstad
                            	
                                Public
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Concertzender Live
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            LOG (Lokale Omroep Goirle)
                            	
                                Public
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Intergalactic Rap Attack!
                            	
                                Hip Hop,Rap
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio DRP: House
                            	
                                Electronica
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Omroep Gelderland
                            	
                                Unknown
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio NL
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            DFM RTV INT
                            	
                                Varied,Contemporary,Experimental
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            All4You Hitradio
                            	
                                90s,Pop,Dance,Top 40
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio Acacia
                            	
                                Folk
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Concertzender Jazz
                            	
                                Jazz
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            RTV Oost Alles Plat
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Maasland FM
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Muziekteam
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio Castricum 105
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Intergalactic Classix
                            	
                                Adult Contemporary,Electronica
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Soul Movement
                            	
                                R&B
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio Hit NL
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Earthbeat Radio
                            	
                                Ambient,New Age
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Team FM Drenthe en Groningen
                            	
                                Folk
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Klokradio live
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Nova Classic Rock
                            	
                                Classic Rock
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Radio Carpe Diem
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Concertzender Oude Muziek
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Kontakt FM
                            	
                                News Talk
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            Flamingo Radio
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            EHAM - Amsterdam (Schiphol)
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            RTV Parkstad Radio
                            	
                                Public
                            	Netherlands
	
                            
                            PUR Radio Krijtland
                            	
                                Public
                            	Netherlands
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                        ALBUMS


                        	50 jaar nederpop: Rare & Obscure
    released: 2008
                                
	40 Nederpop klassiekers (Van Leest editie)
    released: 2002
                                
	Marie Marie
    released: 1974
                                
	Mary Lou
    released: 1974
                                
	Donay
    released: 1973
                                
	Don't Be Down
    released: 1973
                                
	Jackie Gass
    released: 1971
                                
	Blue Steel 44
    released: 1970
                                
	Julie Come Back
    released: 1970
                                
	Lucy, Lucy
    released: 1970
                                





            





                


                    [bookmark: release_0]
                    [bookmark: release_2008]
                    


										
										
                    50 jaar nederpop: Rare & Obscure





                        Released 2008


                    	
                            
														 
                            Come On Guitar
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Please Don't Cry
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Teenager muziek
                        
	
                            
														 
                            My Old Kentucky Home
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tink oan my (All of Me) (feat. orkest U.L.F. Bert Paige)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ecstacy (feat. Ritchie Clark)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Is het waar (Is It True)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wouldn't You Like To Know
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Assepoes
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sweet Damrose
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Daddy's Classical Emotion
                        
	
                            
														 
                            It's the Little Things
                        
	
                            
														 
                            We Love the Pirates
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Waaro? (Wild Thing)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            I See Your Image
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Gosh, I'm Your Woman, Not Your Wife
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Do It Right
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Iekk! I'm a Freak
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Why Should I Sing?
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Talk About Tomorrow
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lady From The Ballroom
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Town of Tuxley
                        
	
                            
														 
                            I Want You Around Me (feat. Stax)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Baby's in Black
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Try Try Try, Part 1
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Comedy Is Over Now
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tell Me It's Allright
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Bird
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Fluffy
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                    [bookmark: release_2002]
                    


										
										
                    40 Nederpop klassiekers (Van Leest editie)





                        Released 2002


                    	
                            
														 
                            Please Go
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Just Fancy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wasted Words
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Touch
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Standing and Staring
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ben ik te min
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Window of My Eyes
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Life I Live
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Silky
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hair
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wild and Exciting
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Spooky's Day Off
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Traveling in the U.S.A.
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Down South
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wild Sensation
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wang Dang Doodle
                        
	
                            
														 
                            I'm Going Man, I'm Going
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lonesome Tree
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hans Brinker Symphony
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Peace Planet
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                    Marie Marie





                        Released 1974


                    	
                            
														 
                            Marie Marie
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Emily Jane
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                    Mary Lou





                        Released 1974


                    	
                            
														 
                            Mary Lou
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Best Friend
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                    Donay





                        Released 1973


                    	
                            
														 
                            Donay
                        
	
                            
														 
                            No One Really Cares
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                    Don't Be Down





                        Released 1973


                    	
                            
														 
                            Don't Be Down
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Like A Merry-Go-Round
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                    Jackie Gass





                        Released 1971


                    	
                            
														 
                            Jackie Gass
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sweet Child of Light
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                    Blue Steel 44





                        Released 1970


                    	
                            
														 
                            Blue Steel 44
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Indian Pipe
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                    Julie Come Back





                        Released 1970


                    	
                            
														 
                            Julie Come Back
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Let Your Body Be Strong
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                    Lucy, Lucy





                        Released 1970


                    	
                            
														 
                            Lucy, Lucy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Double Piet, Peen and Willy
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                        	Arm in Arm
    released: 2007
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                    [bookmark: release_2007]
                    


										
										
                    Arm in Arm





                        Released 2007


                    	
                            
														 
                            Home (Full version)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hey Hilary
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Arm in Arm
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Nothings Goin' Right (feat. Christy Moore)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lonely Boy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lifestyle
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rosie
                        
	
                            
														 
                            You Are My Lover
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hatred Is Wasted
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Lament
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Feels Like Growin' Up
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                        ALBUMS


                        	Don't stop the carnival: Calypso Tropical
    released: 2000
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                    [bookmark: release_2000]
                    


										
										
                    Don't stop the carnival: Calypso Tropical





                        Released 2000


                    	
                            
														 
                            Calypso De Carnival
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Cuba
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hot hot hot
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Calypso for Gayna
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Kingston Town
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Zambesi
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Banana Boat Song
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Yellow bird
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Best Years of our Lives
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Spanish Harlem
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lambada
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't stop the Carnival
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rum & Coca Cola
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Chica Calypso
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rhytm is Gonna get ya
                        
	
                            
														 
                            A man without Love
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                                How I got 85 lkh (100k Euro)+💰 offer in Booking.com Amsterdam as a SWE

                                    In this video I have shared my experience of getting 85+ lkh salary offer offer from Booking.com Amsterdam as a Software Engineer.


If you want me to discuss about any specific topic or anything else in general. Do le me know in the comment section.I read do read every comment.
If you like the content do subscribe and smash the like button. This gives me motivation to make such content.





Connect with Me
► Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/okthis_is_username/
► Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100085009527266
► Contact : official.rd.111@gmail.com
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                                Amsterdam Tech City - Booking.com

                                    Amsterdam is fast becoming the centre for technology in Europe. And at its beating heart is a company that has been revolutionising travel for more than 20 years – Booking.com. 

                                    published: 24 Sep 2019
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                                The Netherlands: Worlds Biggest Tax Haven?

                                    This video was made possible by our Patreon community! ❤️
See new videos early, participate in exclusive Q&As, and more!
➡️ https://www.patreon.com/EconomicsExplained

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

The Netherlands, a fine country of flowers, windmills, and loose regulations around the finer things in life. This country is in many ways like a lot of very developed European economies we have explored earlier on the channel, very high living standards, good social mobility a strong economy and healthy inequality but the Netherlands hides a bit of a secret behind its lovely flowerful smile, it is one of the largest tax havens in the world. 

But how does this make any sense? The Netherlands has a high-income tax rate of over 50% for top earners and a corporate tax rate of 25%. And there are not e... 
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                                (Red Light District) Amsterdam | Netherlands | 🇳🇱 Holand 🇳🇱 4k

                                    Your Queries:-
red light district,amsterdam red light district,amsterdam,red light district amsterdam,amsterdam red light,amsterdam red district tour,netherlands,amsterdam netherlands,red light,red light districts amsterdam walk,red light districts of amsterdam tour,red light street amsterdam,dos and donts red light district amsterdam netherlands,holland,red light district walking,amsterdam red light street,amsterdam red district,red light districts 
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                                How Netherlands is Secretly Becoming Insanely Rich & Powerful

                                    Today we take a look at a seemingly small country that has power well beyond its size. The Netherlands are rising to power once again post their colonial days. Join us as we explain how the Dutch are controversially using their farming, food and technological advancements to grow wealth and power on the global stage. 

                                    published: 21 Jun 2023
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                                Your Interview Journey at Booking.com - Corporate interview

                                    💻 How should I prepare for an interview?
💻 What kind of questions can I expect?
💻 What does a  technical interview look like?
Does your Google search history include any of the above? No need to search any further - here are the video series we created with our own Booking.com recruitment team that will answer these questions for you.
Watch the video and visit https://careers.booking.com/how-we-hire/ for more about our interview process at Booking.com. 
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                                EyeforTravel Amsterdam - Onno Zoeter, Booking Holdings

                                    Booking Holding's Onno Zoeter discusses customer-first AI at EyeforTravel Amsterdam 2017. Click here to see the star-studded line up we have for 2018!: https://events.eyefortravel.com/digital-data-europe/ 

                                    published: 27 Jul 2018
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                                The Entire World Relies on a Machine Made by ONE Company

                                    Why Dutch firm ASML runs the world. Visit https://brilliant.org/Newsthink/ to start learning STEM for FREE, and the first 200 people will get 20% off their annual premium subscription.

*1:38 We made a mistake and the outline of the Netherlands is not to scale. Face palm moment.*

Continue watching our series on the chip war: 
One giant laser is responsible for nearly ALL high-tech products https://youtu.be/QGltY_PKJO0
Without this German product, civilization would cease https://youtu.be/AHfQLjtLJdY
How the U.S. is trying to block China from the world’s most critical technology https://youtu.be/06Rrq51b1H0
The one company in Taiwan that runs the world https://youtu.be/tMXIPOiSkbI

Newsthink is produced and presented by Cindy Pom
https://twitter.com/cindypom

Grab your Newsthink merch here... 
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                                A New Way To See Solving Problems - Parham, Engineering Manager, Amsterdam

                                    Parham has had to overcome challenges his whole life. Now, as an Engineering Manager at Booking.com, when he solves a problem, he does it for millions of customers. And that makes him feel pretty special. This is his story. Learn more at https://careers.booking.com/our-people/. 

                                    published: 14 Mar 2022
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                                Farmers in the Netherlands are growing more food using less resources | Pioneers for Our Planet

                                    This pioneering Dutch farm has found clever ways to generate higher yields using less space and fewer inputs. They’re growing food that’s more sustainable and economical too. Despite being a small, densely populated country, the Netherlands is one of the world’s biggest vegetable exporters. As our demand for food increases, could this efficient approach help define the farms of the future? Read more about the inspiring pioneers finding creative solutions to climate catastrophe here: https://wef.ch/pioneersforourplanet 

About the series: Each week we’ll bring you a new story about the people striving to restore nature and fighting climate change. Part of our award-winning collaboration with @WWF and the team behind the Netflix documentary #OurPlanet. #ShareOurPlanet Want to raise your #Voi... 
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		How I got 85 lkh (100k Euro)+💰 offer in Booking.com Amsterdam as a SWE

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 8:54
	Uploaded Date: 14 Nov 2021
	views: 24507


         In this video I have shared my experience of getting 85+ lkh salary offer offer from Booking.com Amsterdam as a Software Engineer.


If you want me to discuss a...

         In this video I have shared my experience of getting 85+ lkh salary offer offer from Booking.com Amsterdam as a Software Engineer.


If you want me to discuss about any specific topic or anything else in general. Do le me know in the comment section.I read do read every comment.
If you like the content do subscribe and smash the like button. This gives me motivation to make such content.





Connect with Me
► Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/okthis_is_username/
► Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100085009527266
► Contact : official.rd.111@gmail.com
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                    In this video I have shared my experience of getting 85+ lkh salary offer offer from Booking.com Amsterdam as a Software Engineer.


If you want me to discuss about any specific topic or anything else in general. Do le me know in the comment section.I read do read every comment.
If you like the content do subscribe and smash the like button. This gives me motivation to make such content.
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         Amsterdam is fast becoming the centre for technology in Europe. And at its beating heart is a company that has been revolutionising travel for more than 20 year...

         Amsterdam is fast becoming the centre for technology in Europe. And at its beating heart is a company that has been revolutionising travel for more than 20 years – Booking.com.
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                    Amsterdam is fast becoming the centre for technology in Europe. And at its beating heart is a company that has been revolutionising travel for more than 20 years – Booking.com.
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The Netherlands, a fine country of flowers, windmills, and loose regulations around the finer things in life. This country is in many ways like a lot of very developed European economies we have explored earlier on the channel, very high living standards, good social mobility a strong economy and healthy inequality but the Netherlands hides a bit of a secret behind its lovely flowerful smile, it is one of the largest tax havens in the world. 

But how does this make any sense? The Netherlands has a high-income tax rate of over 50% for top earners and a corporate tax rate of 25%. And there are not even particularly strict laws around things like banking privacy (like there are in countries like Switzerland) ... so if all of this is making the Netherlands sound like a pretty terrible tax haven all in all, why is it so popular?
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📚 Want to learn more about the economy of the Netherlands? We recommend reading "Tulipomania: The Story of the World's Most Coveted Flower & the Extraordinary Passions It Aroused", by Mike Dash 👉 https://amzn.to/2YiHGX9 (as an Amazon Associate, we earn from qualifying purchases)

Enjoyed the video? Comment below! 💬
⭑ Subscribe to Economics Explained 👉 https://bit.ly/sub2ee
⭑ Enjoyed? Hit the like button! 👍

Q&A Streams on EEII (2nd channel) → https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOTgNyfQG4vVP5sCXrJaS4g

✉️ Business Enquiries → hello@economicsexplained.com

Follow EE on social media:
Twitter 🐦 → https://twitter.com/EconomicsEx
Facebook → https://www.facebook.com/EconomicsEx
Instagram → https://www.instagram.com/EconomicsEx...
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         💻 How should I prepare for an interview?
💻 What kind of questions can I expect?
💻 What does a  technical interview look like?
Does your Google search history include any of the above? No need to search any further - here are the video series we created with our own Booking.com recruitment team that will answer these questions for you.
Watch the video and visit https://careers.booking.com/how-we-hire/ for more about our interview process at Booking.com.
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         Why Dutch firm ASML runs the world. Visit https://brilliant.org/Newsthink/ to start learning STEM for FREE, and the first 200 people will get 20% off their annu...

         Why Dutch firm ASML runs the world. Visit https://brilliant.org/Newsthink/ to start learning STEM for FREE, and the first 200 people will get 20% off their annual premium subscription.

*1:38 We made a mistake and the outline of the Netherlands is not to scale. Face palm moment.*

Continue watching our series on the chip war: 
One giant laser is responsible for nearly ALL high-tech products https://youtu.be/QGltY_PKJO0
Without this German product, civilization would cease https://youtu.be/AHfQLjtLJdY
How the U.S. is trying to block China from the world’s most critical technology https://youtu.be/06Rrq51b1H0
The one company in Taiwan that runs the world https://youtu.be/tMXIPOiSkbI

Newsthink is produced and presented by Cindy Pom
https://twitter.com/cindypom

Grab your Newsthink merch here: https://newsthink.creator-spring.com

Thank you to our Patrons, including Igli Laci, Ronil Patel, Tom Eng
Support us on Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/Newsthink

Sources:
Images and video from ASML. Photos were supplied from their media resources library. Materials are used under fair use licensing for the purposes of news reporting. 
2:08 NASA secondary creator credits: Genna Duberstein, Tom Bridgman, Karen Fox
5:08 Peter Wenninck image from ©ASML 

Articles referenced:
5:00 Analysts believe it would take China at least 10 years to produce systems rivalling ASML https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/04/technology/tech-cold-war-chips.html
5:10 https://www.reuters.com/technology/asml-still-has-no-licence-ship-newest-machines-china-ceo-2022-01-19/
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         Parham has had to overcome challenges his whole life. Now, as an Engineering Manager at Booking.com, when he solves a problem, he does it for millions of custom...

         Parham has had to overcome challenges his whole life. Now, as an Engineering Manager at Booking.com, when he solves a problem, he does it for millions of customers. And that makes him feel pretty special. This is his story. Learn more at https://careers.booking.com/our-people/.
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         This pioneering Dutch farm has found clever ways to generate higher yields using less space and fewer inputs. They’re growing food that’s more sustainable and e...

         This pioneering Dutch farm has found clever ways to generate higher yields using less space and fewer inputs. They’re growing food that’s more sustainable and economical too. Despite being a small, densely populated country, the Netherlands is one of the world’s biggest vegetable exporters. As our demand for food increases, could this efficient approach help define the farms of the future? Read more about the inspiring pioneers finding creative solutions to climate catastrophe here: https://wef.ch/pioneersforourplanet 

About the series: Each week we’ll bring you a new story about the people striving to restore nature and fighting climate change. Part of our award-winning collaboration with @WWF and the team behind the Netflix documentary #OurPlanet. #ShareOurPlanet Want to raise your #VoiceForThePlanet? Life on Earth is under threat, but you can help. People around the world are raising their voice in support of urgent action. Add yours now at www.voicefortheplanet.org.

The World Economic Forum is the International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation. The Forum engages the foremost political, business, cultural and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas. We believe that progress happens by bringing together people from all walks of life who have the drive and the influence to make positive change.

World Economic Forum Website ► http://www.weforum.org/
Facebook ► https://www.facebook.com/worldeconomicforum/
YouTube ► https://www.youtube.com/wef
Instagram ► https://www.instagram.com/worldeconomicforum/ 
Twitter ► https://twitter.com/wef
LinkedIn ► https://www.linkedin.com/company/world-economic-forum
TikTok ► https://www.tiktok.com/@worldeconomicforum
Flipboard ► https://flipboard.com/@WEF

#WorldEconomicForum #Davos
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                    In this video I have shared my experience of getting 85+ lkh salary offer offer from Booking.com Amsterdam as a Software Engineer.


If you want me to discuss about any specific topic or anything else in general. Do le me know in the comment section.I read do read every comment.
If you like the content do subscribe and smash the like button. This gives me motivation to make such content.





Connect with Me
► Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/okthis_is_username/
► Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100085009527266
► Contact : official.rd.111@gmail.com
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                    Amsterdam is fast becoming the centre for technology in Europe. And at its beating heart is a company that has been revolutionising travel for more than 20 years – Booking.com.
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                    This video was made possible by our Patreon community! ❤️
See new videos early, participate in exclusive Q&As, and more!
➡️ https://www.patreon.com/EconomicsExplained

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

The Netherlands, a fine country of flowers, windmills, and loose regulations around the finer things in life. This country is in many ways like a lot of very developed European economies we have explored earlier on the channel, very high living standards, good social mobility a strong economy and healthy inequality but the Netherlands hides a bit of a secret behind its lovely flowerful smile, it is one of the largest tax havens in the world. 

But how does this make any sense? The Netherlands has a high-income tax rate of over 50% for top earners and a corporate tax rate of 25%. And there are not even particularly strict laws around things like banking privacy (like there are in countries like Switzerland) ... so if all of this is making the Netherlands sound like a pretty terrible tax haven all in all, why is it so popular?

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

📚 Want to learn more about the economy of the Netherlands? We recommend reading "Tulipomania: The Story of the World's Most Coveted Flower & the Extraordinary Passions It Aroused", by Mike Dash 👉 https://amzn.to/2YiHGX9 (as an Amazon Associate, we earn from qualifying purchases)

Enjoyed the video? Comment below! 💬
⭑ Subscribe to Economics Explained 👉 https://bit.ly/sub2ee
⭑ Enjoyed? Hit the like button! 👍

Q&A Streams on EEII (2nd channel) → https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOTgNyfQG4vVP5sCXrJaS4g

✉️ Business Enquiries → hello@economicsexplained.com

Follow EE on social media:
Twitter 🐦 → https://twitter.com/EconomicsEx
Facebook → https://www.facebook.com/EconomicsEx
Instagram → https://www.instagram.com/EconomicsEx...
▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

#Netherlands #TaxHaven #Economics

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

Sources & Citations - 

Loomis, S.C., 2011. The double Irish sandwich: Reforming overseas tax havens

Thorne, D., 2013. The Double Irish and Dutch Sandwich tax strategies: Could a general anti-avoidance rule counteract the problems caused by the utilization of these structures?.

Brothers, J.P., 2014. From the Double Irish to the Bermuda Triangle. Tax Analysts

Van Dijk, M., Weyzig, F., and Murphy, R., 2006. The Netherlands: a tax haven?

Weyzig, F., 2013. Tax treaty shopping: structural determinants of Foreign Direct Investment routed through the Netherlands. International Tax and Public Finance

Gordon, R.A., 1981. Tax havens and their use by United States taxpayers-An overview. Intertax

Double Irish Dutch Sandwhich: archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/04/28/business/Double-Irish-With-A-Dutch-Sandwich.html

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

EE Fan Exclusive Offer:

Sign-up for Acorns! 👉 https://www.acorns.com/ee (after registration, Acorns will deposit $5 in your account to help you get started with investing!)

▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀

ECONOMICS EXPLAINED IS MADE POSSIBLE BY OUR PATREON COMMUNITY 👊🙏
Support EE by becoming a Patron today! 👉 https://www.patreon.com/EconomicsExplained

The video you’re watching right now would not exist without the monthly support provided by our generous Patrons:

Morgon Goranson, Andy Potanin, Wicked Pilates, Tadeáš Ursíny, Logan, Angus Clydesdale, Michael G Harding, Hamad AL-Thani, Conrad Reuter, Tom Szuszai, Ryan Katz, Jack Doe, Igor Bazarny, Ronnie Henriksen, Irsal Mashhor, LT Marshall, Zara Armani, Bharath Chandra Sudheer, Dalton Flanagan, Andrew Harrison, Hispanidad, Michael Tan, Michael A. Dunn, Alex Gogan, Mariana Velasque, Bejomi, Sugga Daddy, Matthew Collinge, Kamar, Kekomod, Edward Flores, Brent Bohlken, Bobby Trusardi, Bryan Alvarez, EmptyMachine, Snuggle Boo Boo ThD, Christmas
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                    Today we take a look at a seemingly small country that has power well beyond its size. The Netherlands are rising to power once again post their colonial days. Join us as we explain how the Dutch are controversially using their farming, food and technological advancements to grow wealth and power on the global stage.
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                    💻 How should I prepare for an interview?
💻 What kind of questions can I expect?
💻 What does a  technical interview look like?
Does your Google search history include any of the above? No need to search any further - here are the video series we created with our own Booking.com recruitment team that will answer these questions for you.
Watch the video and visit https://careers.booking.com/how-we-hire/ for more about our interview process at Booking.com.
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                    Booking Holding's Onno Zoeter discusses customer-first AI at EyeforTravel Amsterdam 2017. Click here to see the star-studded line up we have for 2018!: https://events.eyefortravel.com/digital-data-europe/
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                    Why Dutch firm ASML runs the world. Visit https://brilliant.org/Newsthink/ to start learning STEM for FREE, and the first 200 people will get 20% off their annual premium subscription.

*1:38 We made a mistake and the outline of the Netherlands is not to scale. Face palm moment.*

Continue watching our series on the chip war: 
One giant laser is responsible for nearly ALL high-tech products https://youtu.be/QGltY_PKJO0
Without this German product, civilization would cease https://youtu.be/AHfQLjtLJdY
How the U.S. is trying to block China from the world’s most critical technology https://youtu.be/06Rrq51b1H0
The one company in Taiwan that runs the world https://youtu.be/tMXIPOiSkbI

Newsthink is produced and presented by Cindy Pom
https://twitter.com/cindypom

Grab your Newsthink merch here: https://newsthink.creator-spring.com

Thank you to our Patrons, including Igli Laci, Ronil Patel, Tom Eng
Support us on Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/Newsthink

Sources:
Images and video from ASML. Photos were supplied from their media resources library. Materials are used under fair use licensing for the purposes of news reporting. 
2:08 NASA secondary creator credits: Genna Duberstein, Tom Bridgman, Karen Fox
5:08 Peter Wenninck image from ©ASML 

Articles referenced:
5:00 Analysts believe it would take China at least 10 years to produce systems rivalling ASML https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/04/technology/tech-cold-war-chips.html
5:10 https://www.reuters.com/technology/asml-still-has-no-licence-ship-newest-machines-china-ceo-2022-01-19/
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                    Parham has had to overcome challenges his whole life. Now, as an Engineering Manager at Booking.com, when he solves a problem, he does it for millions of customers. And that makes him feel pretty special. This is his story. Learn more at https://careers.booking.com/our-people/.
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                    This pioneering Dutch farm has found clever ways to generate higher yields using less space and fewer inputs. They’re growing food that’s more sustainable and economical too. Despite being a small, densely populated country, the Netherlands is one of the world’s biggest vegetable exporters. As our demand for food increases, could this efficient approach help define the farms of the future? Read more about the inspiring pioneers finding creative solutions to climate catastrophe here: https://wef.ch/pioneersforourplanet 

About the series: Each week we’ll bring you a new story about the people striving to restore nature and fighting climate change. Part of our award-winning collaboration with @WWF and the team behind the Netflix documentary #OurPlanet. #ShareOurPlanet Want to raise your #VoiceForThePlanet? Life on Earth is under threat, but you can help. People around the world are raising their voice in support of urgent action. Add yours now at www.voicefortheplanet.org.

The World Economic Forum is the International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation. The Forum engages the foremost political, business, cultural and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas. We believe that progress happens by bringing together people from all walks of life who have the drive and the influence to make positive change.

World Economic Forum Website ► http://www.weforum.org/
Facebook ► https://www.facebook.com/worldeconomicforum/
YouTube ► https://www.youtube.com/wef
Instagram ► https://www.instagram.com/worldeconomicforum/ 
Twitter ► https://twitter.com/wef
LinkedIn ► https://www.linkedin.com/company/world-economic-forum
TikTok ► https://www.tiktok.com/@worldeconomicforum
Flipboard ► https://flipboard.com/@WEF

#WorldEconomicForum #Davos
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    		Amsterdam (novel)

      
Amsterdam is a 1998 novel by British writer Ian McEwan, for which he was awarded the 1998 Booker Prize.



Summary


Amsterdam is the story of a euthanasia pact between two friends, a composer and a newspaper editor, whose relationship spins into disaster.



Plot


The book begins with the funeral of artist Molly Lane. Guests at the funeral include British Foreign Secretary Julian Garmony, newspaper editor Vernon Halliday, and composer Clive Linley. The three share certain attributes: each has a very high opinion of himself, each was at some time Molly's lover, and each regards the dead woman's husband, George, with a mixture of amusement and contempt.



Clive and Vernon muse upon Molly's death. It seems she had some kind of rapid-onset brain disease (not specified) that left her helpless and mad. Neither man can understand her attraction to Julian Garmony, the right-wing Foreign Secretary who is about to challenge his party's leadership.



Clive returns home to continue work on a symphony he has been commissioned to write for the forthcoming millennium. Much of the work is complete, save the crucial signature melody. He resolves to go walking in the Lake District, as this tends to inspire him.
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